Concrete Nouns -- Final Round
Bag
Octopus
Oat

Barn
Onion
Opossum

Blood
Ocean
Orangutan

Barnacle
Oracle
Oyster

Boot
Organ
Ocelot

Bowl
Opera
Ostrich

Bucket
Otter
Oboe

Abstract Nouns -- Round 2
Occupation
Worship
Looking

Oddity
Willingness
Love

Oligarchy
Wisdom
Loss

Ownership
Wit
Learning

Occult
Wealth
Liberty

Observation
Worry
Lie

Opportunity
Woe
Leadership

Your Fall Classic Quotes -- Round 1
· E
 verything you want is on the other side of fear” Jack Canfield
· "America has been erased like a blackboard, rebuilt, and erased again. But baseball has marked the time.
This field reminds us of all that once was good, and what could be again."-Field of Dreams/W.P.Kinsella
· The suspense is terrible, I hope it will last.”―Charlie and the Chocolate Factory—Roald Dahl
· “There are only 2 emotions in a plane—boredom and terror.”—Orson Welles
· “ As far as God goes, I am a nonbeliever. But when it comes to a devil---well, that's something else.” ―
The Exorcist/William Peter Blatty
· “Baseball is the only field of endeavor where a man can succeed three times out of ten and be considered
a good performer.” --Ted Williams

· “There is no terror in the bang, only in the anticipation of it.--Alfred Hitchcock
· “Nothing is so painful to the human mind as a great and sudden change.” ―Frankenstein/ Mary Shelley”
· "Don't think; it can only hurt the ball club." --Bull Durham
· “True terror is to wake up one morning and discover that your high school class is running the country.” -- Kurt
Vonnegut
· “It is the fault of our science that it wants to explain all; and if it explain not, then it says there is nothing to
explain.”―Dracula/Bram Stoker
· “I became a good pitcher when I stopped trying to make them miss the ball and started trying to make them hit
it.”--Sandy Koufax

· “Do the thing you fear the most and the death of fear is certain”.-- Mark Twain
· “The world is full of ghosts, and some of them are still people.”―Peter Straub, The Throat
· “Swing hard, in case they throw the ball where you're swinging.”--Duke Snider

·
·
·

“The cave you feared to enter holds the treasure you seek”. Joseph Campbell
“When the Fox hears the Rabbit scream he comes a-runnin', but not to help.”―The Silence of the
Lambs/Thomas Harris
“Poets are like baseball pitchers. Both have their moments. The intervals are the tough things.”--Robert Frost

· “Horror is the removal of masks.”―Robert Bloch/Psycho
· “Sleep, those little slices of death — how I loathe them.”―Edgar Allan Poe
· “A ball player's got to be kept hungry to become a big-leaguer. That's why no boy from a rich family ever
made the big leagues.”--Joe DiMaggio

Halloween Current Events -- Round 3
● Hillary--Like a zombie, could she return?
● Trick or Treat? Chicago teachers the latest to strike- for raises, but also improved resources and school
conditions.
● Which is scarier: Shut down that power during high winds or let it run?

● Bernie--Is his cranky old man costume too scary for America?
● Big Bag of Candy: The President will host the G-7 Meeting at his own golf resort--ok?
● Which is scarier: Send VP Pence to Turkey or send nobody?

● Joe Biden--will his son’s Ukraine connections rise again like Dracula?
● Boo! Angry Kurdish allies, invasive Turkish allies: now what should we do?
1. Which is scarier: Impeach or not?

● Beto O’Rourke: just an empty costume?
● Monsters under the bed: Are the impeachment revelations changing public opinion?
● Which is scarier: PG&E in charge of Nor Cal power or switch to a government-run utility?

● Elizabeth Warren--are we ready for a fairy godmother?
● Like we’ve seen a ghost: Will a change in leadership halt the disappearance of the middle class?
● Which is scarier: The NBA or Mainland China in the battle to end free speech?

● Kamala Harris--is her prosecutor costume too scary for Democratic voters?
● Candy apple or poison apple--is Juul’s new ban on some flavors in the US enough?
● Which is scarier:Boris Johnson’s Brexit plan passes or it doesn’t?

● Pete Buttigieg: he’s gay--are Americans ready to open the door and give him the candy?
● Skeletons in the closet: Can Guiliani survive the investigations?
● Which is scarier:Fort Worth police or no police at all?

